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D iving in

Diving in
This is a book about New Zealanders, the water, and the old and deep
connections between the two – swimming. Outdoor swimming. Not its distant
cousin: pee-warm, chlorine-soaked indoor-pool swimming. The British have
come up with a term, wild swimming, to distinguish indoor from outdoor.
It is an evocative expression that captures the free spirit of swimming in the
open, suggesting biologically scented, cool natural water, with background
music of tūī or gulls. We might consider adopting this term, too, but then we
wouldn’t want it to sound like a hobby, like a club with members. Here in New
Zealand swimming outdoors is so everyday that it has been quite difficult to
explain to people why there might be a book in it. It’s like sleeping or eating ...
it’s what people do.
Outdoor swimming is spontaneous and unorganised. In twenty-first
century language, it is mindful: you can’t be thinking about anything except
the very present if you’re leaping off a waterfall or sculling around in a warm
estuary or plunging headfirst into a cold lake. Outdoor swimming is free. At
the most, you need some togs and a towel; at the least, nothing at all. It’s not
a spectator sport – you have to participate to really get it. Kids get it. They
earn some of their best memories from swimming: friends, impulsive play,
absorbed attention, being hot then cold, mud, sand, fish, bravery, followed by
a good appetite and deep sleep.
I kept thinking ... of the summers when we spent all day at the swimming baths and
the beach and our hair was never dry, the strands were matted with salt, and we
felt that we were fish rather than children. Our bathing suits, rolled in their towels
(there was a special way of parcelling up your ‘togs’), were forever wet, our bare
feet forever made wet prints, our eyelashes were so wet we had to keep blinking as
if through tears and the taste when we licked our lips or sucked imaginary snakepoison from our arm, was strong, salty. They were days of shivering and warmth, of
opposing weathers without gradation ...
Living in the Maniototo Janet Frame
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S wimming in your own back yard

1 December, Waitākere weir pool: Chill breeze. I pause at the river’s edge to mark the
moment, the first swim of the big pledge, the first dive from warm and dry to cold and
wet, although today it’s a half dive (bandaged finger, smashed glass jug, four stitches).
The ordinary day is stripped away for a world of green. Water cool and silky; round,
smooth stones underfoot. Strolled back through the bush, awake. 2 December, Wai
Mātauranga, CUE Haven, Kaipara: Replanted native forest is a cool room in a hot dry
day. The slip of a creek has four or five perfectly round, smooth-sided, moss-coated
plunge pools connected by low spillways: hip baths filled with silky brown water. Lie
back, water falling on my shoulders. 3 December, Takapuna Beach: Late afternoon. Ten
steps one way, a shopping centre; ten the other way, a sandy beach. Sea flat as a lake,
with Rangitoto’s handsome volcano filling the near horizon. Only children swimming.
Water cloudy cold. In the car home on the slow hot motorway I stay fresh and cool with
salty water dripping down my shoulders. 4 December, Waitākere weir pool: Stitches in
my finger taken out today. I can dive right in. Ferns overhanging the pool reflect green
smudges on the water surface. 5 December, Waitākere weir pool: Walk back from the
swim slower, calmer and happier than when I walk there. 6 December, Te Henga/
Bethells Beach: Low tide, hollows gouged in the sand, unexpectedly warm. Tumbling
waves. Sea wind. Sunny.

Swimming in your own back yard
We knew where the water was shallow and could be paddled in, where forts
could be made from rocks; we knew the frightening deep places where the eels
lurked and the weeds were tangled in gruesome shapes; we knew the jumping
places, the mossy stones with their dangers, limitations, and advantages; the
sparkling places where the sun trickled beside the water, upon the stones; the
bogs made by roaming cattle, trapping some of them to death; their gaunt
telltale bones; the little valleys with their new growth of lush grass where the
creek had ‘changed its course’, and no longer flowed.
‘The creek has changed its course,’ our mother would say, in a tone which implied
terror and a sense of strangeness, as if a tragedy had been enacted.
Janet Frame, The Reservoir.
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Jenny Landreth says that everyone has a waterbiography, a history of water
memories. Given our richly watered islands, this must be especially true for
New Zealanders. We swam our landscapes as children, slipping in and out
of lakes, creeks, pools, rivers, bogs, estuaries, rock pools, the edges of the
Pacific Ocean, the Tasman Sea, the straits. Wherever we drove or picnicked
or camped or visited, we kids would find the water. Breathing in the green
smell of old rivers, or drifting downwards through the heavy layers of lake
water, or floating inches above the snail-tracked mud on the rising estuarine
tide, or grabbing handfuls of sand deep beneath fizzing salty waves, or
getting headaches from ominously cold water holes – we were drenched
and enlivened and absorbed in every landscape if we could enter it through
the water. Later, sleepless in a hot house at night, we relived our day, diving
again and again into the same water until the swimming memories became
waterscapes of belonging and we’d recognise our swim places in the same
way galaxids and eels must find their way back to their water sources through
smell and taste and some inchoate feeling of belonging.
Sometime the adults swam. Often they stayed dry, the newspaper folded
across their sleeping faces, drowsy conversation from the deckchairs near the
Optae. Itat untiis dus,untiis dus, optam quae rest, sam quiasperro magnist rumquiatis ea pror. untiis dus, optam quae rest,
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car, smoke from the thermette drifting colourless. The kids came back when
the sun was sinking, hair thickly wet, cold bare limbs, teeth chattering – ‘No,
the water’s warm’ – thinking, Don’t ever let me be an adult.
The best place to build your waterbiography is in your own neighbourhood
– the nearby place you swim in again and again. You may not have the bluest of
bays or the cleanest of rivers but you have something better: your geographical
water home. I remember Mokoroa creek like this, a creek that ran through
my childhood, visited daily for weeks in a row during the summer holidays,
and again many weekends throughout winter. Alone, or with my brothers and
sister or my best friend, we would play and wade and swim. A half-century
later I can still recall a pillow of sand at the creek bend, shifting light across
rocks under water, an individual toehold, a handhold up the smooth face
of the waterfall, a tree branch to swing over, the place where the tug of the
current ebbed into the dark stillness of an eel-filled pool. A mile of creek
learned by heart.
Or the Whakatāne River mouth, where I probably first learned to swim,
exactly in the place where my father learned to swim. Here is my father (in the
middle in front of the boat) and his siblings swimming in the same place in
the 1930s.
Mr Lawrence remembered fooling around like this, creating family
memories, in the Ohinemuri River, once the Junction Mine stopped dumping
tailings in it in the early 1920s. The kids there made a canoe out of a sheet of
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D uke K ahanamoku

Duke Kahanamoku
In 1915, two months before the Gallipoli landings, New Zealand was dazzled
to be hosting the famous international swimming star, Duke Paoa Kahinu
Mokoe Hulikohola Kahanamoku. Born in 1890, Kahanamoku was a Hawaiian
who had learned to swim as a small boy by being thrown into Honolulu harbour
from an outrigger canoe by his uncles. As a young man he shocked officials
by smashing local swimming records, and from there he swam his way into
history. He became a five-time Olympic medallist in swimming, at one time
holding every freestyle record up to a half-mile. He eventually lost his goldmedal-winning run to Johnny Weissmuller, the actor who went on to play
Tarzan. Kahanamoku joked that it took Tarzan to beat him. His traditional
overarm/flutter-kick swimming style contributed to the development of the
freestyle stroke and was imitated by all swimmers who watched him.
Kahanamoku (or ‘The Duke’, as he was known) is also credited with
bringing the ancient Pacific sport of surfing to the western world. In 1917, in
Hawaii, he rode one of the longest waves in surfing history – a ‘bluebird – on
his 16-foot, 52-kilo wooden surfboard, for nearly a kilometre.
The Duke’s fame preceded him to New Zealand. Even the All Blacks had
once watched him swim, in California in 1913, reporting that he ‘is a wonder,
and well deserves his title of champion’. And from the moment he and fellow
Hawaiian swimmer George Cunha strode down the gangplank of the Moeraki,
he was mobbed. The Dominion reported that he was ‘a product of the surf that
beats eternally on the picturesque beach of Waikiki ... the home of the surfbather and the breaker-shooter’. Truth newspaper declared: ‘As a man, the
man of the ancient Greeks and Romans, he is perfect.’ He was tall (over six
foot), broad-shouldered, long-limbed and handsome. Wildly beating hearts
needed to be stilled all over the country. It was reported that in lieu of a speech
at receptions he played his ukulele.
Three thousand people crowded Auckland’s Calliope dock in glorious
weather to watch him race. He and Cunha swam in Hamilton to a packed
stadium of people who had ‘the experience of a lifetime’ in seeing them. They
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passed through Palmerston North by train, and in the two hours they were
in town gave an exhibition of swimming at the high school baths. There was
no charge for admission, but tickets were required to prevent overcrowding.
When the swimmers arrived in the capital, they were met by an official party
and taken for a motor-car ride. Wellington College adjourned for the day to
the school pool, where Duke gave the best swimmer in the school a handicap
of 14 seconds and raced him in 100 yards. The boy (Wakelin) beat the famous
man by a touch. Duke and Cunha were cheered for their sportsmanship. In
Christchurch a thousand people watched them race at the municipal baths.
Hokitika pulled a similar crowd. The party was transported to Lake Kanieri by
motor car and was later entertained at a smoke concert.
Duke Kahanamoku gave surf-riding exhibitions at Muriwai, New Brighton
and Lyall Bay. The press reported that while at 52 kilograms his board was
unsuitable for the rough waves, he still had some good runs and showed
‘what a marvellous man he is in the water, whether it be speed-swimming in
smooth water or riding the roughest of breakers in the surf’. At Lyall Bay Duke
was welcomed to Aotearoa by Tūreiti Te Heuheu Tūkino V. Te Heuheu signed
Kahanamoku’s autograph book: ‘Your people have never moved from the old
country called Hawaiki and your mana like the rangatira has never changed
from the olden days to the present time.’
In 2015 New Zealand surfers celebrated the centenary of Duke
Kahanamoku’s visit. At New Brighton, Te Ngāi Tūāhuriri elders welcomed
Hawaiian guests, and the New Brighton Pier and Foreshore Society unveiled
a replica of Duke’s surfboard and bronze plaque, followed by a mass paddle
out beside the pier.
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David Veart, Archaeologist and author
My family has swum for as long as we’ve Had records. Many of my ancestors
worked at sea, were whalers, rescuers. My great-grandfather’s brother was
awarded a medal by the French Emperor Napoleon III for rescuing French naval
personnel from a shipwreck during a storm. In 1914 my Great-uncle Alfred
Veart was commended by the coroner for attempting a rescue of a boy from an
overturned dinghy at Birkdale – unsuccessfully, sadly. My grandfather’s First
World War diary records army swimming sports in France during the war.
Somewhere there are newspaper clippings about one of the English members
of the family rescuing someone who fell off a wharf. I suspect that the ability to
swim was then relatively rare in some families. In my family it was a skill that
was passed down through the generations.
My grandfather was staunch working class. He used to say that working-class
people swim because there’s no equipment to buy. That’s why all the swimming
clubs are in the old working-class suburbs.
My father swam every day of his life. He could swim until he got bored. He
had an amazing relaxed style – the high stroke used for surf swimming. He
was the president of the New Zealand Surf Life Saving Association for a while.
There’s a family story about a criminal who ran off and eventually was found
hiding on a boat in the Tāmaki Estuary. No one could get to him. My father drove
out there, changed into his speedos, put the summons in a plastic bag, and swam
out to the boat and served it on him.
Anywhere there was water we just jumped into it. I remember when I was
four or five my father taking us out deep in the surf at Piha. I would hang around
his neck and surf in on his back. I was a competition swimmer at school,
breaststroke. I’d spend up to four hours a day in the pool. This was in the 1960s,
when swimmers were trained at a much higher pace than most other athletes. I’d
be in the Onehunga pool by 6 a.m. and swim for two hours. Then after school I’d
swim from four to six o’clock. On Sundays there were the time trials. Swimming
training gives you an enormous ability to entertain yourself in your own head. It
is amazingly boring.
I remember one night I missed the last ferry home from Devonport. It
would’ve been about two in the morning. I decided to swim home across the
harbour. I got a drycleaning bag from somewhere, tied my clothes up in it and
started off. I was as drunk as a skunk. I’d swum about halfway before I sobered
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M anu bombing

17 February, Waipareira Channel, inner Waitematā: I get changed and then stand
uncertainly at the edge of the tide. It is completely unknown to me, this stretch of water,
and I think I can see hidden currents, riffling tides on the surface. A dog walker passes
by. I ask if he’s ever swum here. ‘I used to, a lot.’ He looks uncertainly out at the tide. So
I set forth, walking a long way out in knee-deep water, the bottom soft with mud and
sand. My feet are invisible at even this shallow depth, opaque water mussel shell-green.
I breaststroke the length of the beach in the warm richly salty water. I feel uneasy and
alone. The man and his dog have gone. A group of rowers rounds the headland, passing
close by – singles, doubles, fours and one eight, coxless. The boats are as thin as pencils,
leaving ruled lines across the water in their wakes. 18 February, Te Henga/Bethells
Beach: Early morning, with Shane and Max. On the walk down the sand is silky and cool
underfoot, a stiff offshore breeze. Dawn sun lights a dull gold across the waves and hills.
I dive under waves again and again. So gorgeous it’s hard to get out.

Manu bombing
Kiwi as, bombing is a summer way of life in New Zealand. You can drop bombs
into water anywhere, but the best leaps take place off wharves and jetties
where you can get high above deep water, there’s room for an audience to line
up and admire your style – and there’s a ladder for climbing back up ready
for the next jump. Wellington waterfront has made bombing an officially
sanctioned activity with a jump platform on Taranaki Wharf. Bombers in
Auckland describe Wynyard Wharf as their spiritual home.
You’ve got choice about both how to jump and how to enter the water,
with each style having its own name: the pin, the gorilla, the coffin bomb, the
knee bomb, angels (where you spread your body out before tucking up to hit
the water) and the more traditional cannonball. Of recent years, we have the
manu, a bomb simulating a bird taking flight. A good manu bomber enters
the water in a perfect V, with legs and arms straight up and the tailbone or
lower back entering the water first. Advanced is to hold a rugby or volley ball
between your legs as you pop the manu, sending the ball tens of metres into
the air when you hit the water. Manu bomber Charles Po’ona describes the
technique: ‘What my dad told me was, just before your feet hit the water lean
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back, bro, and that’s it.’ Tamati Mikaere – whose ball manu-bomb video clip
from Queen’s Wharf in Wellington has had over 500,000 hits – says weight
placement’s a lot of it, along with timing and practice.
Manu expert Dan Tahere says manu bombing is not without its hazards.
‘Although I’ve got a big bum, it does hurt, hitting that water ... Last year
my shorts ripped open. It was just the amount of pressure coming from a
10-metre-high platform and the velocity and the kinetic energy you build up
coming down. Something’s got to give. Lucky it was the shorts.’
Bombing is a competitive sport, with its own town and national
tournaments. In 2017 Tauranga had its first official bomb competition at the
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